
What is mySto

myStock offers advanced production
management, supporting both on-
demand and batch production. It
simplifies managing recipes and bills of
materials, accommodating production
at various units of measure.

myStock’s month-end process is user-
friendly and flexible. It supports various
stock take options for comprehensive
counts and specific item counts,
ensuring an efficient month-end
experience

Our advanced reporting section in
myStock provides users with vital
insights to make informed decisions
regarding their inventory, offering key
reports for inventory management.

Introducing myStock

Discover myStock - 
Your Inventory Management
Solution

myStock is TallOrder’s new inventory management solution that seamlessly integrates with TallOrder’s Cloud
Point of Sale. It was developed based on extensive feedback from our customers, designed to meet the complex
demands of modern supply chains, inventory control, and improving product availability.

We prioritise ease of learning and use
with myStock’s design. The user
interface is consistent across various
functions to ensure that once you’ve
learned one aspect, you’ll know how to
handle other inventory tasks with ease.

myStock is the ideal solution for
businesses with multiple sales locations,
various stock locations, and those who
produce their own products. It’s
designed to provide tighter control over
inventory management and is available
24/7 from anywhere, whether you’re
using a desktop, tablet, or smartphone.

myStock supports four types of stock
locations. Regular stock locations can
perform all inventory functions, while
Cost Centres handle automatic expense
of inventory received. Admin locations
facilitate purchase orders and
shipments but don’t maintain their own
stock. Additionally, we provide
consignment stock locations to simplify
tracking and automate invoicing.

You have granular control over who
accesses various inventory functions,
modules, and approvals, right down to
the stock location level. Set up rules to
determine who can initiate stock
requisitions, who can approve them,
and how many approvals are required

myStock supports a wide range of
inventory management actions, from
purchase orders to stock issues,
transfers, and stock returns, making
your inventory processes more efficient

Our innovative iCount™ feature
streamlines stock takes and counting
processes, enabling staff to perform
counts on tablets or smartphones,
reducing processing time and
enhancing accuracy

User-Friendly
Design

Ideal for Diverse
Businesses

Flexible Stock Location
Types

Enhanced Security and
Control

Supported Inventory
Management Actions

Efficient Stock Takes
with iCount™:

Advanced Production
Management

Seamless Month-End
Process

Comprehensive
Reporting



myStock Features

STAND-ALONE WEB-BASED iCOUNT

STOCK ENQUIRIES RETURN STOCKSTOCK TRANSFERS STOCK ISSUES

STOCK REQUISITIONSWASTAGE PURCHASE & PENDING PURCHASE ORDERS

DETAILED REPORTS

Flexible Pricing

myStock offers flexible pricing, where you receive one myStock user access per Point of Sale device.
Additional licenses can be purchased at a rate of R195 ex vat per license

Get Started with myStock Today

Don’t miss out on optimising your inventory
management. 

Contact us today to explore how myStock can
transform your business.

TallOrder Solutions
Contact: +27 (0) 21 201 1579

Email: info@tallorderpos.com

For inquiries,
demonstrations, or support,
contact us today!

Request a free demo

https://www.tallorderpos.com/request-a-demo/
mailto:%20info@tallorderpos.com
https://www.tallorderpos.com/request-a-demo/

